We give a unified treatment of the construction of the Calabi sequence, which is a resolution of the sheaf of Killing vector fields on a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature, and of the resolution of the sheaf of conformal Killing vector fields on a conformally flat Riemannian manifold of dimension > 3 introduced in [7]. We also explain why the latter resolution is selfadjoint and associate to certain geometric structures selfadjoint resolutions of their infinitesimal automorphisms.
Introduction. In the deformation theory of pseudogroup structures as developed by K. Kodaira and D. C. Spencer [21, 20, 23] , one of the fundamental problems consists of interpreting the space of infinitesimal deformations of a geometric structure on a compact manifold X of dimension n, which is isomorphic to the first cohomology group H1(X, 0) of X with values in the sheaf © of infinitesimal automorphisms of the geometric structure, and then of determining which elements of Hl(X, 0) correspond to an actual deformation of the structure. Certain classes in H1( X, 0) may be obstructed, the obstructions occurring as classes in H2(X, 0).
If the automorphisms of the structure form an analytic and elliptic pseudogroup, according to [23 and 17] , the Spencer sequence for u g #', v czz <gj. Moreover, the space Hj(X, 0) is finite-dimensional and isomorphic to the cohomology of the sequence if a cohomology class in H1(X,@) is represented by a section u of C1 over X satisfying Du = 0, the obstruction to finding a deformation tangent to this class lies in H2( X, 0) and corresponds to the cohomology class of the section \[u, u] of C2. For complex structures, this is an extremely satisfactory theory. Unfortunately, for certain other structures this theory does not always lead to explicit computations and alternative interpretations of the cohomology groups HJ( X,<d) must be found. Here, we are interested in structures giving rise to pseudogroups of finite type. Then 0 is a locally constant sheaf and the Spencer sequence is isomorphic to the canonical resolution of 0, which is a twisted de Rham complex. In certain cases, one can construct other fine resolutions of 0, whose bundles and differential operators can be explicitly described by means of the geometric structure, and in terms of which the infinitesimal deformations have a more geometric interpretation. Two resolutions of this type have been constructed, namely by Calabi [2] for the sheaf of Killing vector fields on a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature and in [7] for the sheaf of conformal Killing vector fields on a conformally flat Riemannian manifold of dimension > 3. In both these cases, an element of H1(X, 0) can be represented by a variation of the metric, which is a symmetric 2-form. Using these sequences, for certain spaces one can compute the space of infinitesimal deformations. For example, Calabi proved that H1(X,€>) vanishes when 0 is the sheaf of Killing vector fields on a compact quotient of hyperbolic «-space, with n > 3. In [7, §17] , all the cohomology groups Hj(X,Q) are computed for the sheaf 0 of Killing or of conformal Killing vector fields on a flat torus. Since a good obstruction theory does not as yet exist in the context of these sequences, it is important to relate explicitly the Spencer sequence to the geometric resolution for these two structures in order to carry out computations for certain examples, in particular for the conformally flat structures on compact quotients of hyperbolic space (see [22] ).
In this paper, we propose to give a unified treatment of the construction of these two geometric resolutions by means of a spectral sequence, which permits us to associate directly to a section u of CJ satisfying Du = 0 a section of the (j + l)th vector bundle of the geometric resolution corresponding to the same cohomology class in Hj(X, 0). This should enable us to relate the deformation and obstruction theory given in terms of the Spencer sequence to one worked out in terms of the geometric resolution.
If g is a conformally flat Riemannian metric on X, an infinitesimal deformation of the corresponding conformal structure is represented by a section u of the bundle C1 of the Spencer sequence satisfying Du = 0. It determines an infinitesimal variation h of the metric g, which is a symmetric 2-form. If n > 4, we show here that the condition Du = 0 implies that the linearization of the Weyl tensor operator vanishes on h, that is, h is a cocycle of the geometric sequence of [7] . The second order variation of the Weyl tensor operator gives us a section of a bundle of this sequence, which is a cocycle and which has an explicit quadratic expression in terms of h and its first derivatives. Using the methods developed here, we hope to prove that this section corresponds to the cohomology class of the section \ [u, u] of C2 in H2(X, 0). Using the Spencer sequence and our spectral sequence, we explain in License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use algebraic terms why the duality theorem for the cohomology groups HJ(X,@) established in [7] holds and why the geometric resolution of 0 is selfadjoint.
We denote by T and T * the tangent and cotangent bundles of X and by $ the sheaf of sections of a vector bundle E over X. Let Rm be a formally integrable linear differential equation of order m on a vector bundle E over X corresponding to the homogeneous equation Ps = 0, for s ^ cf, where P is a linear differential operator of order m. Assume that Rm is of finite type, in particular that the first prolongation of its symbol vanishes. Then a solution j of Rm or of the equation Pu = 0 over a connected open subset U of X is uniquely determined by its w-jet atxG LJ, and the sheaf 0 of solutions of Rm is locally constant and admits a canonical resolution (1) 0 -> 0 -> 3?m ^> 5"* ® %m ^ A29~* ® 9tm -* ■ • ■ -> A"^"* ® 9tm -> 0, which is a twisted de Rham sequence. We suppose that Rm satisfies some regularity conditions and in particular that the Spencer cohomology groups HPJ(Rm) of Rm, with 0 < j < n, 0 < p < m, defined in §3 are vector bundles. The vector bundle Rm is filtered and this permits us to define a filtration {<SP} of AT* ® 9im determined by sub-bundles C stable under the differential V*. We consider the corresponding spectral sequence {Ep,J, dr}, and verify that Eqp-j is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf of sections of Hpi(Rm) and that E2p'1-J = 0. If there exist integers 0 = rQ </-!<••• < /•"_, </•"< m such that Hpi(Rm) = 0 for a\\p # r}, with 0 < j< n and 0 < p < m, then, because of the vanishing of appropriate E0 and Ex terms of this spectral sequence, from the sequence (1) we obtain a complex D° Dx D2
(2) 0-* 0 ^£°-*gl ^S2-^ ■■■ -^cf'^0, where E> = Hr>-J(Rm) and D' is a differential operator of order rJ+x -r-+ 1 derived from the differential d2(r+i_r) of the spectral sequence; using results from the theory of spectral sequences, we prove that this sequence is exact and an elliptic complex. Moreover, we always have H°-°(Rm) = E° = E. In [5] , it is shown that the first-order equation Rx for the Killing vector fields of a Riemannian manifold (X, g) of constant curvature satisfies all the above conditions with m = 1, r0 = rx = 0 and r2 = • • ■ = rn = 1; we thus have the resolution (2) of the sheaf 0 of Killing vector fields of (X, g), where D0, Dj (with j > 2) are differential operators of order 1 and Dx is of order 2. There are canonical isomorphisms T^H00(RX), S2T* -> H01(RX), Ej_x-+HUJ(RX) for 2 < j; < n, where S2T* is the bundle of symmetric 2-forms on X and Ej_x is a sub-bundle of AJT* ® A2T*. By means of these isomorphisms, from the resolution (2) of 0, we obtain a resolution License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
In §6, we show that it is the Calabi sequence of [2] as defined in [5] ; in particular, if | is a vector field on X, we verify that Q0i is the Lie derivative of g along £.
If V is a torsionless connection on X and (X, V) is an affinely flat manifold, then the equation R 2 of order 2 for the infinitesimal affine transformations also satisfies all the above conditions with m = 2, rQ = 0 and rx= ■ ■ • = rn = 1, and so we have the resolution (2) of the sheaf 0 of infinitesimal affine transformations of (X,v), where D0 is a differential operator of order 2 and /)■ (with 7 > 1) is of order 1 which can be explicitly described in terms of V.
We now suppose that Rm is a Lie equation in the tangent bundle of X. Then Rm x has the structure of a Lie algebra for x e X. In terms of the Killing forms of these Lie algebras, we define a pairing (3) (AT* ® Rm) ®(A>T* ® Rm) -h. A'+T*,
for u (z A'9~* ® 9m, v e A>9~* ® £?",. If //0A( A, 0) denotes the A:th cohomology group of X with compact support and values in 0, then, from this pairing and the resolution (1), when A1 is oriented we obtain a pairing (4) HJ(X,@)® HS~J( X, 0) -» R.
Whenever -R", v is a semisimple Lie algebra for all x e A, we prove that this pairing is nondegenerate (Theorem 1.1). We assume henceforth that m = 2. By restriction and passage to the quotient, the pairing (3) induces a pairing (5) H"'(Rm) ® H2-pJ(Rm) -+ Ai+JT* for 0 < /? < 2, sending u ® v into (u, i>). Suppose that there exists an integer 0 < k < (n + l)/2 such that H°'(R2) = 0 for j > k, H1J(R2) = 0 for ; < k and j>n-k, H2j(R2) = 0 for j < n -k; then the condition described above for the existence of the sequence (2) is verified with rt, = 0 for 0 < i < k, r}, = 1 for k + 1 ^j < n -k -1, and r, = 2 for « -k < / < «. We have /■ . = 2 -r for 0 =$7 < « and we prove that there exists a differential operator otj-.Si ®Sn-'-x -> A""1^* of order r+1 -r such that
for all w e cf', u e e?"_J_1. Thus when A" is oriented, from the resolution (2) and the pairing (5) we obtain another pairing HJ(X,@) ® HS~j( X, 0) -» R;
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use by means of our spectral sequence, we show that this pairing is indeed equal to (4) (Theorem 5.1).
For x G X, the fiber R2x is a filtered Lie algebra and thus the fibers of the graded bundle g = g0 ffi g, © g2 associated to the filtered bundle are also Lie algebras. If gx is semisimple for x g A, so is R2x and the pairing (4) is therefore nondegenerate whenever A is oriented; moreover, there exists a morphism a: g -» g of vector bundles such that ox is a Cartan involution of gx for all x g A, and (7) o(gp) = g2-/, for /? = 0,1,2. The Killing forms of the Lie algebras gx and a determine a scalar product on the bundle g and a metric on X. Using the induced scalar product ( , ) on AT* ® g, we construct a sub-bundle F-7 of AT* ® gr and an isomorphism y: F' -* E>. The pairings (5) determine morphisms FJ ® F"~j -> AT* sending u ® v into (w, v) = (yu, yv). By means of the isomorphisms y, from the sequence (2) and (6) we obtain a resolution (II) If A is oriented, then because of (7), the isomorphisms * : AT* ® gr/ -» A""T* ® grni, defined in terms of the Hodge * -isomorphism by
for a g AT*, | e gr, give us by restriction isomorphisms * : FJ' -* F" ' such that
<w, *u> = (M,i;)fi for u, v g F7, where fl is the volume form corresponding to the metric on X.
(III) If X is oriented, the formal adjoint PJ*: ^> + 1 -+&' of P1 is equal to f-iyj+j* P"-J-1*.
(IV) The Laplacians Uj: 3?J -» J^7 defined by r-jy _ /py-lpy-l*\0+i_')+1 jr(pj*pjyj~rJ-i + 1
are formally selfadjoint and elliptic and, if A is oriented, satisfy the relations *dj = n"~j *.
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These properties of the sequence (8) imply that it is formally selfadjoint; hence the adjoint complex 0->* ®z0-> Jf" -» JT"-i/>^ ... ^ jf-i^'jro ^ o of (7) is exact, where o is the orientation sheaf of A (over Z). In §7, we study the first-order differential equation Rx for the conformal Killing vector fields of a conformally flat Riemannian manifold (A, g) of dimension n > 3. Using results of [7] , we verify that the first prolongation R2 of this equation satisfies all the above assumptions with m = 2 and k = 2, and that R2 v is a simple Lie algebra for all xGl
We thus have the resolution (2) of the sheaf 0 of conformal Killing vector fields of (A, g), where D-, withy =h l,n -2, are differential operators of order 1, Dx, Dn_2 are of order 2 when n > 4, and Dx is of order 3 when n = 3. There are isomorphisms of vector bundles depending on g <p0: T -* H°-°(R2), cp,: 502T* -H01(R2), cpj-.Ej^^H1-^), <?>"_,: AT* ® S2T* -* H2ni(R2), <p": AT* ® T* -^ H2"(R2),
where SqT* is the sub-bundle of S2T* of 2-forms with zero trace, and Ej°_x is a sub-bundle of AT* ® A2T* for 2 < j < n -2, such that the resolution of 0 obtained from (2) by means of these isomorphisms is the sequence (11) 0-»e-»^04#i-ijr2-l...-»jr-*o of [7] . From the relations (6), we deduce the results given by Propositions 11.1 and 11.2 of [7] . We then show that the nondegenerate pairing (4) obtained from (5) is equal to (-cn)-times the corresponding pairing described in [7] when X is compact, where c = 8 if n > 4 and c = 2 if n = 3 (Theorem 7.1). Moreover, if fl"2/" denotes the bundle of densities of order -2/n on X, there exist isomorphisms of vector bundles <Po = fo-f0 ^ E°, 9" = <P,r Fn ~* E\ <*>,: fl"2/" ® Fj -E> for 1 < j < n -1, depending only on the conformal class of g, such that the resolution of 0 obtained from (2) by means of these isomorphisms is the sequence (13.14) of [7] , and we thus show that this complex depends only on the conformal class of g, a result verified in [7, §13] . In terms of the metric, we define a Cartan involution of the graded bundle g satisfying (7); consider the corresponding scalar product ( , ) on AT* ® g and the sub-bundle FJ of AT* ® gr. We define an isomorphism uV: Fj -» FJ such that y\pj = cpj. If X is oriented, then, in terms of the morphisms *: FJ -» F"~j determined by a, the morphism *: F--* Fn_j defined in [7] is equal to djip'z.j * \pj, where d} is a constant depending only on n andy. From (9) and (10), we deduce the corresponding relations for the isomorphisms *: F]. -* Fn_j of [7] ; thus we have shown that the resolution (11) of 0 is a formally selfadjoint complex, namely, that it satisfies conditions (I)-(IV) of the introduction of [7] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If V is a torsionless connection on A and n > 2, and if (X, V) is a projectively flat manifold, then the second order differential equation R2 for the infinitesimal projective transformations satisfies all the above assumptions with m = 2 and k = 1, and /?2 x is a simple Lie algebra for all x g A. Thus we have the resolution (2) of the sheaf 0 of infinitesimal projective transformations of (A", V), where Djf withy # 0, n -1, axe differential operators of order 1 and D0, Dn_x axe of order 2. Moreover, we have the nondegenerate pairing (4) and the sequence (2) is formally selfadjoint. The operators of this sequence can be explicitly described in terms of V, although we do not carry out this computation here.
Finally, we make some additional comments about the contents of this paper. §1 contains some results from the theory of overdetermined differential operators of [8 and 17] , namely formula (1.13) which is needed to establish (3.6) and the commutativity of (3.5); these are the two facts which permit us to construct our spectral sequence in §3. In §1, we also provide two proofs of the nondegeneracy of the pairing (4) . In §2, we present the results on spectral sequences, which are required in §3 to construct and prove the exactness of sequence (2), and which are similar to certain ones of [3, Chapter XV] . In §3, we define our filtration {W} and our spectral sequence, and give explicit formulas for the differential operators of the sequence (2) and their symbols. We also prove the commutativity of diagram (3.20) , from which we deduce Theorem 5.1. §4 is devoted to the structure of semisimple graded Lie algebras; we establish there a duality result for their cohomology (Proposition 4.4), which is proved in a special case in [7] . We wish to thank J. C. Moore, E. Van den Ban, J. L. Verdier and G. Zuckerman for the most helpful discussions concerning this paper.
1. A duality theorem. Let A be a differentiable manifold of dimension n and class Cx, whose tangent bundle we denote by T. We write Ox for the sheaf of real-valued, differentiable functions on A. Let S'T* and AT* be the Ith symmetric power of T* and the wth exterior product of T*, and let AT* be the exterior algebra of T*.
Let £ be a vector bundle over X; we denote by & the sheaf of C°°-sections of E and by Jk(E) the bundle of /c-jets of sections of E. We write Cco(E) (resp. C0°°(F)) for the space of C°°-sections of E (resp. of E with compact support) over X. Let jk: cf -» Jk((f)be the differential operator of order k which sends a section s of E over a neighborhood of x g Ainto the k-jetjk(s) of this section and let irk: Jk + I(E) -* Jk(E) be the natural projection sending jk + l(s)(x) intojk(s)(x).
We identify J0(E) with E and we set Jk(E) = 0 for k < 0. We have a natural injection Xl:Jk + ,(E)^J,(Jk(E)), which sendsjk + l(s)(x) intoj)(jk(s))(x), and an exact sequence of vector bundles commutes (see [8, 17] ).
If Rk. c Jk(E) is a differential equation of order k on E, the symbol of Rk is gA = {m g ST* ® F|ew g Rk). Now let /v^ c Jk(E) be a formally integrable differential equation of order k on F, whose /th prolongation is the sub-bundle Rk+, of Jk + I(E); let g^ + / c sk + lT* ® E be the /th prolongation of the symbol g^ of Rk. Then the differential operator (1.3) gives us by restriction a first-order differential operator D: AW* ® 0t+/ -* AJ + l3r* ® **+,_! and, according to the commutativity of (1.7), the diagram A'ST* ® gk+l =J A^+1^* ® g, + /_! J, E I E AJf*®9k+l ^ AJ+19-* ®9k + l_x commutes. From the exactness of (1.5), we see that, if 0 denotes the sheaf of solutions of Rk, the sequence
is exact. We obtain a complex , is an isomorphism, and so 0 is a locally constant sheaf. The sequence (1.14) is also an elliptic complex.
Henceforth, in this section we suppose that E = T. Consider the bracket Proof. We may assume that U is connected and simply connected. Let B' denote the Killing form of the Lie algebra T(U, 0). Since (1.15) is an isomorphism of Lie algebras for x G U, we have B'U,V) = Bx(jmU)(x),jm(7])(x)) for all |, tj g T(U,@).
We define a morphism of vector bundles Proof. According to Lemma 1.1, the equality (1.18) holds when u = ym(£) and t> = jm(r\), with £, tj G 0. If (1.18) holds for u = £ g 3?m and v = tj G ^m, and if /, g g C^, then by (1.12) it holds for w = /£ and t> = gij. Since (1.15) is an isomorphism, the sheaf ^m is generated byy",(0) over <SX, and therefore the formula is true for all u, v e ^m. From (1.12), we see that if (1.18) holds for u, v g ^m, it holds for u, v of arbitrary degree.
If V also denotes the connection in /?* ® /?* induced by V and if we consider B as a section of P* ® R*t, then formula (1.18) holds for all u, v G 9im if and only if VB = 0.
We denote by HJ the cohomology of the complex (1.19) 0 -» C°°(fl",) * C°°(F* ® Rm) * C°°(A2F* ® Rm)
at C°°(AT* ® /?",), and by ^ the cohomology of the complex (1.19), with Cx replaced by C0°°, at C0°°(AT* ® Fm). The exact sequence (1.14) gives us canonical isomorphisms Proof. First, we assume that A is connected and simply connected; let co be an M-form with compact support such that jxu = 1. Since V is a flat connection, if {£t_,|?} is a basis of T(A, 0) and ay denotes the cohomology class of co ®ym(£,) in Hq, then {jm(£x),. ■ -Jm(£q)} is a basis of H° and {ax,...,aq} is a basis of Hg.
Then, if x g X, the pairing (1.21) sendsym(|() ® ay, with 1 < i, j < q, into
by Lemma 1.1. Since Bx is nondegenerate and {jm(£i)(x),...,jm(£;q)(x)} is a basis of Rm x, the pairing (1.21) is also nondegenerate fory = 0. Since HJ = 0 fory > 0, and H^ = 0 fory < n, we see that (1.21) is nondegenerate for ally > 0. A proof due to J. Milnor of Poincare duality for de Rham cohomology, using Mayer-Vietoris sequences for this cohomology with or without compact support and the existence of acyclic coverings, and similar to his proof of the Duality Theorem A.9 of [15, Appendix A] (see also [18, Chapter 11]), is now easily extended to the case of the cohomologies of the sequence (1.14) and gives us the nondegeneracy of (1.21) for an arbitrary oriented manifold.
Under the further assumption that X is compact, we now give another proof of Theorem 1.1 using Hodge theory.
We first begin with Lemma 1.3. Let g be a bundle of Lie algebras over X and t: g -> g a morphism of vector bundles such that tx is an involutive automorphism of Qxfor all x g A. Assume that Qx is semisimple for all x g A, and that (g, t) is locally trivial, that is, for all x0 G X there exist a neighborhood U of x0 and an isomorphism $: U X qx -> q^ of bundles of Lie algebras over U such that tx = ^(id X rx )$x~1. Then there exists a morphism a: g->jo/ vector bundles over X such that or = ra and ox is a Cart an involution of qx for all x g A.
Proof. Fix x g A"; let G be the adjoint group of the Lie algebra qx. According to Lemma 10. We consider the spectral sequence of this filtered complex; we set where a is an epimorphism, B is an isomorphism and \p, x and y axe monomorphisms. The hypothesis (2.8) implies that \p is an isomorphism and that Ef+s,J+1 = 0; from this last fact, we obtain the exact sequence (2.10). From (2.5), we deduce that Ef-rJ-i -o, and so the sequence (2.9) is exact. We now easily see that the cohomology of the complex X ■ >P ■ ds dr £P~s,j-l _> £p.J' _, £P + r.j+l is isomorphic to Efi\, and therefore so is the cohomology of (2.6).
We say that the filtration is regular if, for each y, there exists an integer pj such that FP(A) n AJ = 0 for p > p.. We denote by Hj(A) the cohomology at Aj of the In fact, under the assumptions of Proposition 2.3, we have a natural isomorphism from H'(A) to the cohomology of (2.6) which can be described as follows. If u g A' satisfies du = 0, then we may write u = v + dw for some v g Fp-J(A) and w G AJ~X; this isomorphism sends the class of u in HJ(A) into the class of v g ZP-J in Eg'-*.
For the remainder of this section, suppose that K is a graded filtered module (over R), with a filtration
and a gradation K = © /!-'; if F''7 = if n v47, we suppose that
We set Kp = K and Kp-j = Aj for p < 0. Assume that K is a complex and that its differential d satisfies where ir_x =0. We identify g, with its image in J,(E) under the mapping e. We have gm = R"^1 and g0 = F. Since F", is formally integrable, from the commutativity of diagram (1.7) we see that D(AJ9~* ® 9ll+x) c AJ+19~* ® ^/ for 0 < / < m -1. We therefore obtain a complex We define a filtration From (1.13) and the commutativity of (1.7), we deduce the commutativity of-AJ9-* ® 9tPfl * AJ+19~* ® #" We consider the filtration {T<l,(Kp)} of the complex F^AT* ® 9m). Using the commutativity of (3.5), since the mappings (3.2) are of constant rank, we easily see that (3.7) Fp,J=cgp,jŶ^2
T^2p+i-J) = {« e T9(K'-J)\v'u e r(!l(F^->+1)} for all />, j > 0. Thus {r")(^'')} is the filtration obtained from {T^(KP)} using (2.14); moreover, according to (2.15) we have -g\(€p-i)cz ^p-J + 1. Therefore, we may consider on one hand the spectral sequence of A ST* ® 91 m with the filtration {(£p} and the differential v" and on the other hand the spectral sequence of T0(A 9~* ® 9cm) with the filtration {T9((SP)} and the differential v". We denote by 3^'i(c€p) the cohomology of the complex cgPJ-l X <j£P<J?* <gP-J+1.
According to Lemma 2.1, the canonical mappings Jif j((i2p) -* 3V\(€2p~1) are isomorphisms. Moreover, we have Lemma 3.1. Let j > 0; if H"J(Rm) = 0 and H"-J-\R") = 0 for 0 < q < p, then
Proof. Our hypothesis implies that for the spectral sequence of A ST* ® 91m, we have Exq-j = 0 and Exq-j~x = 0 for 0 < q < 2p. Therefore the canonical mappings 3ei((€q+1) ->^(<g"?) are isomorphisms for 0 < q < 2p. From the exactness of (1.14), we obtain the desired result.
We now consider the operator dr of the spectral sequence of the complex A 9"* ® 9cm with the filtration {%>*} and the operators d0r of §2 whenever they are when r = 2, where ax, a2, a3 g F*, u g C2''-7 and ©3 is the symmetric group on 3 letters. We denote by 3VPJ(Rm) the sheaf of sections of the vector bundle HpJ(Rm); by means of the isomorphisms (3.4) , from the operator d02r we obtain a differential operator d0.2r = M ■ <W • vrl:*'J{Rm) -J*"+'->+1(Jl J of order r + 1; we write J0 = d00.
Assume that there are integers 0-ro<rl< •■■ <r"_1<r"</n such that HPJ(Rm) = 0 for all /> # r, and 0 <y < w, 0 < p < ra. We remark that the assumption that Hpl(Rm) = 0 foxp # rx implies that g, = S'T* ® E for / < rt,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and hence that ir,Rm = J,(T) for / < rx. With these hypotheses, by the constructions of §2 and the above remarks about the operators d02r, we obtain a complex
where c702(r _r, is a differential operator of order rj+x -Tj + 1.
We set SfJ=^2rJ'J/^2rt+1'J, &= ® ^f j and consider the complex Y9(£C') whose differential is induced by the operators d02(r -ry We remark that this complex can be obtained directly from the spectral sequence of r$(A 9~* ® 9tm) with the filtration {Y^(^p)}. Because of the isomorphisms (3.4) and Lemma 2.1, the assumptions of Proposition 2.3 are satisfied for our two spectral sequences; this proposition on one hand tells us that the cohomology of (3.13) is isomorphic to that of (1.14) and hence that (3. and (3.13) of 0, commutes.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let x g A and a G Fx*, with a # 0. If F is a differential operator, we consider its symbol oa(P) at a as defined in [7, §12] (see also [8] ). The sequence (1.14) (with 0 omitted) is an elliptic complex. We set L{ = (C2rJ'J/C2r'+1,j)x and consider the complex L\ = ®jLJx whose differential is induced by the mappings oa(d0^r+i_r)).
It is easily seen that this complex can be obtained directly from the spectral sequence of (AF* ® Rm)x with the differential a"(v") and the filtration {Cp}. Now by Proposition 2.3, since (1.14) is an elliptic complex, the cohomology of L'x vanishes and so (3.13) (with 0 omitted) is also an elliptic complex.
We write EJ = Hr<j(Rm) for 0 <y < n; by means of the isomorphisms (3.4), we obtain from the complex (3.13) the exact sequence //ws element e belongs to g0; i/a: g -» g is a Cartan involution, then a(e) = -e.
If g is semisimple, let t: g -» g be the automorphism of g defined by t(£ + tj + ;:) = -£ + t,-;:
for£ g Qx, tj g g0and£ G gx. Because of Proposition 3.2 of [16] , the proof of the following proposition is essentially the same as that of Lemma 6 of [12] and shall be omitted. We also recall the following result of [12] . for £, tj G g, determines a symmetric positive definite form on g and scalar products on fl_i and Afl*i; we denote by ( , ) the scalar product induced by Ba on Ag*! ® g_!. Let Remark 4.1. If g is semisimple, this cohomology F/(g) of g can be computed using results of Kostant [13] (see also [16] ).
By (4.3), we see that ©y>0 H°-J( g) is a graded Ag Vmodule generated in degree 0. Hence there exists an integer 0 sj k < n such that H°-j(q) =£ 0 for 0 <y < k, and H°'j(Q) = 0 fox j > k; if g is semisimple, by Proposition 4.4 we have H2-j(q) = 0 fory < n -k, and H2-j(q) ¥= 0 for n -k <y' < n. Hence by the commutativity of diagram (5.9) and Lemma 1.2, we obtain
We now see that the desired result holds if the differential operator a is defined by a(u ® v) = (Q'x'u, Q"X"v).
If j/is a sheaf over A and if $ is the family of all closed subsets of X, we write Y(jtf) = r<t(j/); if <t> is the family of all compact subsets of X, we write YQ(jtf) = r"(^).
Assume that there is an integer 0 < k < (n + l)/2 such that The commutativity of diagram (3.20) given by Theorem 3.1 now implies the following Theorem 5.1. If X is oriented, the pairings (1.22) and (5.14) are equal.
Thus from Theorem 1.1, if A is oriented and if R2 x is a semisimple Lie algebra for all x cz X, we deduce that the pairing (5.14) is nondegenerate.
We continue to assume that there is an integer 0 < k < (n + l)/2 such that (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) hold. Suppose moreover that gxR2x is a semisimple Lie algebra for all x cz X. LetT: g -» g be the involution defined by t(£ + t, + f) = -£ + T, -£ for £ g g0, tj g gx and f G g2. Since g is a locally trivial bundle of Lie algebras, according to Lemma 1.3 there exists a morphism of vector bundles a: g -> g such that ot = to and such that ox is a Cartan involution of gx for all x g X. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we see that for all m g &i and v g 9r"~J'1. We also consider the formal adjoint Pj*: 97i -* &i~x of PJ, which depends on a. If A is oriented, let fi be the corresponding volume form. As in §4, let We introduce the Laplacians D7: J^7 -»J5"7 defined by is finite-dimensional and isomorphic to HJ(X,@). If A is oriented, from (5.22) it follows that *nj = n"~J* as differential operators 9?J ->9?"~J. As in [7, §14] , one may use these facts to prove that the pairings (5.13) and (5.14) are nondegenerate when A is compact and oriented.
We summarize some of the above results in Theorem 5.2. Let R2 c J2(T) be a formally integrable and formally transitive Lie equation with g3 = 0. Assume that irxR2 is a sub-bundle of JX(T) and that the mappings (3.2) are of constant rank for all j > 0 and I = 1,2. Suppose moreover that there is an integerO < k < (n + l)/2 such that (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) hold and that gx = gxR2x is a semisimple Lie algebra for all x cz X. Then there exists a morphism o: g -» g such that ox is a Cartan involution of gx for all x cz X, and such that (5.15) holds. Furthermore, in terms of the scalar product on AT* ® g induced by Ba, we have a resolution (5.17) of 0 which is an elliptic complex and which is formally selfadjoint in the following sense: for ax, a2, Bx, B2 cz T*, is equal to Ex (see [5, §3] ).
Lemma 6.1. For u g F* ® Tand ax, a2 g F*, we have
as elements of A2 T* ® gx.
Proof. Assume that u = a ® £, with a g F* and £ g F, and set B = gb(£). By the commutativity of (6.2) withy = 0, we have We now assume that (A, g) has constant curvature. Then according to Theorem 6.1 of [5] , the equation Rx is formally integrable. It is also a formally transitive Lie equation with g2 = 0 (see [5, §3] ). Thus this equation satisfies the assumptions of §1 and so we may consider the sequence (1.14) with m = 1, where 0 is the sheaf of Killing vector fields of (A, g).
From the exactness of the sequence (6.1), we see that the mapping <// induces an isomorphism (6.3) H01(RX) -* S2T*.
Since the mapping 8 of (6.2) is surjective, we have H0/(RX) = 0 for j > 2; the isomorphism id ® t of this diagram induces by restriction an isomorphism of vector bundles (6.4) id® t:Ej^ H^J+^gJ fory>0.
Clearly H10(gx) = H1-1(gx) = 0.
By the above computation of the Spencer cohomology groups of Rx, we see that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied with r0 = rx = 0, r2 = • • ■ = r" = 1, and so we have a resolution (3.18) o ^ e -*^jif01(Rx)
^^l2 ( Clearly, we have a(Z>) = o(Qj) fory > 2.
Thus we know that £).
-Q] is a differential operator of order 0 fory # l) an(j that Dx -Qx is of order 1. We now show that Z). = £ ■ fory > 0. Since Z)0 -Q0 vanishes on 0 and since for all x cz X and tj g Tx there exists a Killing vector field £ on a neighborhood of a: such that £(x) = tj, we see that D0 = Q0. If x cz A and h cz S29~x*, by Lemma 5.1 of [5] , there exists £ cz9~x such thaty'^JS^gX-x) = jx(h)(x); hence we see that ((Dx -Q1)h)(x) = ((Dx -Q1)e0£)(x) = 0, and that Dx = Qx, Since and that gx and g0 ffi g2 are perpendicular to each other with respect to B. It follows that B is nondegenerate and so gr R 2x is a semisimple Lie algebra for all x cz X. In fact, since the natural representation of gx x on Tx is irreducible and g2 x =£ 0, by Proposition 4.3 the Lie algebra grR2x is simple for x cz X. It can be shown that gxR2x is isomorphic to §o(/i + 1,1) and that R2x is isomorphic to grF2x (see [11, 12] ). The assertion of Proposition 4.4 for gr R2 x is given by [7, Proposition 10.1].
Let SqT* be the sub-bundle of S2T* of symmetric 2-tensors with zero trace and, as in §8 of [7] , let £? denote the sub-bundle of Ej consisting of those elements with zero trace (with respect to g). As in [7, §11], we set P = T F = 92T* Fj = E°_x for2 <y'< n -2, F"_! = A"_1F* ® S^T*, F" = A" T* ® F*.
We now define isomorphisms <jd;: Fj -» F7 for 0 < y < n.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If m, u g A2 F*, we have
where ( , ) is the scalar product on A2 F*; thus by (7.4), we see that We have P0i = l2p0^g for £g 9-, Pn_xv = \7~-Tx"-lv fori; g A"9~* ® S^9~*, where V* is the differential operator (6.6), withy = n -1 and k = 1, determined by the Levi-Civita connection V of g. Then a(P0) = 2p0xr'-If n > 4, the differential operator Fj: 9^x -> 32 of order 2 is equal to iff, the linearization along g of the operator sending a metric into its Weyl curvature tensor, which is a section of Ex; since (A", g) is conformally flat, we have Wg'(S£9~*) c <?° (see [7, §3] for ax, a2 cz T* and u cz F"°_3.
If n = 3, let
Px: S29-* -> A3^* ® S02^* be the differential operator of order 3 defined in §11 of [7] such that Tr2-Px = -8($a)'g .
By formula (6.7) of [7] , we see that the symbol of Px is determined by the relation
for ax, a2, a3 g T* and m g SrjT*.
Let F: J^ -> 9^+x be the differential operator determined by (7-14) <Pj+xPj = Dj<pj for 0 <y < « -1. We now verify that P, = Pj for 0 <y < n -1. We begin by showing that (7.15) <x(P,) = a(Pj), 0<i<n-l.
According to the definition of F0, the diagram commutes. By (7.14) and the commutativity of (7.6), we now see that this implies that the diagram 3T*®9t2 -> V1-2
is also commutative. According to (3.11) and Lemma 6.1, since irxVQ = A, we have
for ax, a2 cz T* and u cz T* ® R2. Hence from the commutativity of (7.17), we deduce that nra(Px)(ax ■ a2 ® p0h) = ■nrT(ax ■ a2 ® h)
for ax, a2 cz T* and h cz S2T*. The above characterization of the orthogonal projection px therefore implies that o(Px)(ax ■ a2® p0h) = pxT(ax • a, ® h) for ax, a2 cz T* and h g S2T*, and so by (7.11) we see that (7.15) holds fory = 1. For 2 <y < n -3, if a cz T* and u cz A' T* ® g, with 8u = 0, it is easily seen that a(Dj): T* ® F7'-> F7 + 1 sends a ® y3u into y3(a A u). Hence by (7.14), we have cpJ + xo(Pj)(a ® u) = o(Dj)(a ® tp^) = 2y3(id ® t)(a A u)
for a g F* and u cz Ej°_x; by the characterization of p., we infer that
for a g F* and m cz Ej°^x. Thus we have shown that (7.15) holds for 2 < y=g « -3.
Let Q: (€2-n~2 -► JC2'n~\gx) be the differential operator of order 2 defined by Qu = V"(m + vxirx\7~u) for m G c€2-n~2. The commutativity of diagram (3.10) tells us that the diagram
commutes. From formula (3.11), we deduce that
for ax, a2 g F* and u cz A""2 T* ® gx with 5u = 0. By (7.18) and (7.16), the symbol of F-"_2:<f"°_3 -> A"9-* ® S02JT* is determined by 2(id ® r^Tr""1 ■ a(P"_2)(ax ■ a2® u)
for a,, a2 g F* and w g F°_3; thus we see that
From (7.12), we infer that (7.15) holds fory = n -2. Finally, assume that n = 3. Let Q:9-*®9t2^^2'2(gx) be the differential operator of order 3 defined by commutes. By (7.14) and the commutativity of (7.6), we now see that the diagram
S02^* -i A3^"*®S02^"* also commutes. Since 77^,, = A, by formula (3.12) and Lemma 6.1, we have
for <*!, a2, a3 g F* and m g T* ® R2. Hence from the commutativity of (7.19) and by (7.16), we deduce that
for aL, a2, a3 g F* and h cz S2T*, and hence by (7.13) that (7.15) holds fory = 1 and n = 3. From (7.15), it follows that the differential operator Pj -Pj. J^ -* J^ + 1 is of order r/+1 -Tj for 0 <y < w -1. According to § §5, 6 of [7] and the commutativity of diagram (12.1) of [7] , the complex (7.10) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 0.2(h) of [7] , and hence the morphism then {(Pj -Pj)u)(x) = {(Pj -Pj)Pj_xv)(x) = 0, since the sequences (3.18) and (7.10) are complexes; hence F, = F. From (7.14), we now deduce that (7.21) <pj+xPj = Dj<Pj for 0 <y < n -1. Thus (7.10) is the resolution obtained from (3.18) by means of the isomorphisms <Pj. Therefore according to Theorem 3.1, the exactness assertions of whose horizontal arrows are the isomorphisms determined by the resolutions (7.10) and (3.18) of 0, is commutative. Assume that X is oriented. Consider the mapping sending u ® v onto fx(u, v), with u cz Cx(Fj) and v g C^°(Fn_j) satisfying P;u = 0 and Pn ■» = 0, where (w, i;> is given by the mapping (11.33) of [7] . By (7.22) and Stokes' theorem, this mapping induces a well-defined pairing (7.24) H>(Y(3T. )) ® //"-7(r"(j?:)) -> R.
From the isomorphisms //^ A, 0) -» i/'(r<))(J5;)) determined by the resolution (3.18) of 0, and the pairing (7.24), we obtain a pairing (7.25) H'(X, 0) ® Hj"~J(X, 0) -> R.
The pairings (7.24) and (7.25) were considered in [7, §14], when A is compact. By the commutativity of diagram (7.23), Lemma 7.2 and Theorems 1.1 and 5.1, we obtain the following result. We thus obtain a different proof of Theorem 14.1 of [7] . The isomorphisms <Pj and the sequence (7.10) depend on the metric g, while the sequence (3.18) corresponding to R2 depends only on the conformal structure on X.
Let fi5 denote the bundle of densities of order s on A. The canonical measure jig of the Riemannian manifold (A, g) is a section of fi1, and ixkg is a nowhere vanishing section of fi*. As in [7, §13], we identify the section g = pg2/" ® g of fi"2/" ® S2T* with the conformal class of g. We define isomorphisms <p0: T -* F°, cpn: F" -* E", cpy. fi"2/" ® F} -* E' for 1 < j < n -1 by setting cp0 = tp0 = id, % = <p", <pj{fig2/" ® u) = <pj (u) for u G F, 1 <y < n -1; it is easily verified that these isomorphisms depend only on g, and that the sequence (13.14) of [7] is the one obtained from (3.18) by means of the isomorphisms (pj. Since the complex (3.18) depends only on R2 and the isomorphisms <p depend only on g, we see that the resolution (13.14) of 0 depends only on g, as is shown also in [7, §13] .
Let a: g -» g be the morphism determined by the metric g defined by a(£) = ^c7(gb(£)), o(0(a)) = 2ng*(a), a(u) = u, a(id) = -id for £ g F, a g F* and u cz gx. Then by (7.1), (7.2) and (5.2), it is easily verified that ox is a Cartan involution of gv for x cz X; clearly o satisfies (5.15). Consider the symmetric positive definite form Ba on g and the scalar product ( , ) on A F* ® g induced by it. Using (7.3), we see that for 2 < y < « -2, where 8* is the adjoint of 5 (with respect to Ba). For 0 <y < n, we now define isomorphisms of vector bundles \p : F -+ F7 such that y\pj = <pj. Let \p0 be the identity mapping of F. Since F1 is the orthogonal complement to gx in T* ® T, we see that F1 = t>(Sr2T*) and we set \(/x = v. Next, for 2 < j *S n -2, we wish to show that F7 is equal to the image of Ef_ x under the mapping (7.7). Indeed, if u g A7 F* ® A2 T* and v cz A'~: F* ® F*, we set where vx cz A7 T* ® A2F* and co g A'T*. By (7.5), (7.9) and the commutativity of diagram (10.6) of [7] , we have (8v, u) = ((id ® t)vx, (id ® t)u) = 2n(vx, u) = 2n(Av, u), where A: Aj~ lT* ® T* -+ (A7 T* ® A2 T*) ffi A7 T* is the morphism of §10 of [7] and (Av, u) is the scalar product of the elements Av, u of (AT* ® A2 T*) ffi A7 F* considered there. Hence 8*u = 0 if and only if A*u = 0 in the sense of §10 of [7] . From the equality (10.13) of [7] and the commutativity of diagram (6.2), we deduce that (id ® i)Ej°_x = F7 n(AT* ® gx).
The desired result now follows from the fact that the mapping (7.8) is an isomorphism. We set \p. = 2(id ® i) for 2 <y < n -1. Finally, we let 4>"^x = cpn_x and *P" = <P"-Since cpj = y\pj for 0 <_/ < n, we see that (7.10) is the sequence obtained from (5.17) by means of the isomorphisms iF. In terms of the scalar products on the bundles Fj considered in [7] and the scalar product on A F* ® g and its sub-bundles F7 determined by Ba, according to (7.26), (7.9) and (7.3), it is easily verified that Now suppose that A is oriented and let fi be the corresponding volume form of (X, g). Consider the isomorphisms (7.29) *:Fj^Fn_i equal to cF;/'"1^*^, where * is the isomorphism (5.21). It is easily seen that *£ = fi®gb(£), *(fi ® a) = g*(a), *h = Q®h, *(fi ® h) = (-l)"~lh for £ G F, a cz T* and h cz S02T*, and that *: Ef_x -> F"°_y_, is the restriction of * ® id: AT* ® A2T* -+ A"~JT* ® A2F* for 2 <y < n -2; thus we obtain a result also given by Proposition 9.1 of [7] . Therefore (7.29) is equal to the isomorphism * of §14 of [7] . Since the isomorphisms and so (1.25) holds.
From the above results and Theorem 5.2, we deduce that the sequence (7.10) (with 0 omitted) is an elliptic complex and that it is formally selfadjoint, namely that it satisfies conditions (I)-(IV) of the introduction of [7] .
